“You may never have to mill your products again.”

The **Ross PreMax** is far more efficient than any disperser or pre-mixer available today. Dispersing solids such as TiO₂, carbon black and phthalo blue, it routinely reduces the number of passes needed through a mill. In many applications the PreMax eliminates the need for a media mill entirely!

For more detailed application information and a closer look at the patented, high-flow PreMax Delta generator, visit [www.mixers.com/premax](http://www.mixers.com/premax).

The **PreMax** with a Delta generator operates with a tip speed of 5,000 fpm and handles viscosity up to 50,000 cP.

Contact Ross today to arrange a no-charge test in our laboratory.

Call 1-800-243-ROSS
Or visit mixers.com